
How to buy your FFA Jacket
Do you need your own jacket?
In short - Yes! An FFA jacket is an excellent investment into being a part of the FFA at Lincoln, and
beyond. Your jacket represents all of the memories you will make as a part of our organization,
and if that isn’t enough, it is a required part of the Official FFA uniform for all FFA events!

If you plan to; 1) show at a fair, 2) Go to a conference, 3) Join and compete on a CDE or LDE team,
or 4) get involved in FFA Leadership roles, you should invest in purchasing your own FFA Jacket.

Sizing;
When you buy an FFA jacket, you have two options. The best option if it will work for you is to buy
one of the regular jackets, which come in nominal sizes. These jackets are cheaper, and we have
plenty of Chapter jackets you can try on to find your right size.

If a regular jacket will not fit you, then you can get a custommade Tailored Jacket. This requires
you to take body measurements. Be aware that if you get a tailored jacket, they will not be able to
refund you if it doesn’t fit.

There are both Mens andWomens jacket options available. The Chapter only carries men’s style
Jackets to try on.

The next two pages of this guide contain the measurement guides from National FFA for both
Men andWomen. The top of each guide lists the body measurements for the nominal jacket sizes.
The bottom half of the guides show you how to take your body measurements.

If your body measurements do not match the nominal size jackets, you will use the same
measurements to order a tailored jacket.

Cost;
FFA jackets do cost money, but typically can last students their entire FFA Career. The number 1
reason students have to buy an additional FFA Jacket is if they obtain a leadership role above the
chapter level, or if they outgrew their original jacket.

A nominal size FFA jacket costs: $60
A Tailored jacket costs: $85

Girls need to also get an FFA Scarf; which costs: $15
Boys need to also get an FFA Tie; which costs: $15
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How to buy your FFA Jacket
Ordering;

1. Go to shopffa.org
2. Click on Category → Official Dress
3. Select either Mens or Womens
4. Click on Jackets
5. Select either Official Jacket or Tailored Jacket

6. For the Official Jacket;
a. Select your Size
b. Click Personalize to open the

options area
c. Click “Change” next to Chapter Number
d. Type in our number “CA0130”
e. Fill in the Advisor name with

JacobWillhite
f. Put your name for line 1

(members name)
g. Leave the other lines blank
h. Make sure the State and Chapter on the

back are correct
(it will automatically put them in when
you put in our chapter number.)

i. Add your jacket to your cart and a Scarf or Tie and check out! You can ship it directly
to your home, you do not need to ship it or buy it through us!

7. For the Tailored Jacket
a. Follow the same steps as above
b. Enter your measurements into the

corresponding spots
c. Add your jacket to your cart and a

Scarf or Tie and check out! You can
ship it directly to your home, you do
not need to ship it or buy it through us!


